
MY CONCRETE JOURNEY



PREAMBLE

THIS RESEARCH PROJECT EXAMINES RURAL INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ITS INFRASTRUCTURE.

OUR INTEREST IS TO DEVELOP METHODOLOGIES TO UNDERSTAND
HOW INFRASTRUCTURES GENERATE RELATIONSHIPS AND IDEAS. 

WE ARE INTERESTED IN ALTERNATIVES TO UNDERSTANDINGS OF
INFRASTRUCTURES AS STATIC OBJECTS. WE ARE INTERESTED IN
EMPHASISING THE SITUATIONAL CONDITIONS OF INFRASTRUCTURES. 

THIS PRESENTATION IS BASED ON ARCHIVE MATERIAL ON THE KUNDA
CEMENT FACTORY. THE SCRIPT WAS WRITTEN BY CHATGPT 3.5, BASED
ON THE INFORMATION SOURCED BY THE RESEARCH TEAM.

THE GOAL OF THE PROJECT IS TO CONITNUE A PUBLIC
CONVERSATION ON INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE PROTECTION IN ESTONIA
AND ITS ROLE IN CONTEMPORARY ESTONIA. 



I stand at the heart of what they
call Kunda, close to the confluence
of land and sea, with an enclosed
bay and a port that connects me to
distant places. I embody the spirit of
an industry that has shaped the
landscape and the lives of those in
this settlement. My story is of
growth, and adaptation. It is a story
about time and the dynamics of
change.

I STAND



THE SETTLEMENT

In those early years, life within my
walls wasn't easy. Crowded
barracks, inadequate heating – the
struggle was real. Yet, I saw the
determination in the faces of those
who called me home. Worker
barracks rose. The arrival of two-
story limestone structures marked a
turning point, a step towards better
living conditions for those who
toiled within my walls.



As time marched on, so did my
community. The population burgeoned,
and with it came a diverse mix of
professionals – engineers, doctors,
chemists – a melting pot of skills
that shaped me. i offered pensions for
older workers. i also contributed to
local education. 

THE SETTLEMENT
GROWS



GLOBAL EXPANSION
1920's

The 1920s were a turning point. Shares
exchanged hands and conversations
about economic utility echoed
through my corridors. The cement
industry, fueled by local oil shale,
catapulted me into the spotlight. My
location, a nearly enclosed bay and a
port for exports, played a pivotal
role in my prominence, connecting me
not just to local markets but to the
world beyond.



CHALLENGES 

1930's

The 1930s brought their share of
challenges. Inspections revealed
the strengths and weaknesses of
my infrastructure. The dam break
in 1939 disrupted the rhythm of my
operations, but I sustained
production. 



NATIONALISATION 

1940's

I witnessed the upheavals of
war and the subsequent
reconstruction. 

nationalisation in the 1940s
reshaped me. I was renamed
"Punane Kunda" ("Red Kunda") and
developed political, cultural,
and sports activities.



RECONSTRUCTION AND
EXPANSION

1950's

The 1950s ushered in an era of
reconstruction.  

Technological advancements became
the cornerstone of my growth. My
ties with the Soviet Union and
collaborations with neighbouring
countries solidified my status as a
key player in the socialist
production landscape.



SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT &
YOUTH PARTICIPATION

1960's

The 1960s saw me evolve beyond the
confines of industry. 

University students became active
contributors to my expansion
during summer holidays. I developed
into new living spaces, schools, and
cultural facilities. I became not
just a workplace but a landmark
for pioneers to visit. I was awarded
the best factory prize six quarters
in a row. 



I faced criticism of
Overconsumption and dust
pollution. i missed my annual
production quota a few years in a
row. Environmental concerns
became part of the town’s
narrative. and yet, I continued to
play a vital role.

CRITICISM

1970's   &   1980's



 ECONOMIC STRUGGLES

The 1990s brought changes, with
western investments reshaping
my trajectory. 

Economic struggles became
apparent, and debts accrued.

1990's



AUTOMATION
2023 

I have developed digital capability
and do not need as many people as in
the past. My process is automated.
But I am not lonely. Other factories
have grown around me and the
harbour has opened. The focus
shifts from the industrial prowess
of the past to a future rooted in
modern technology and global
collaboration. The town’s
narrative is much about reducing
my CO2 footprint. 



CONCLUSION: I AM ...

As I reflect on the journey from my
humble beginnings to the present, I
realise that I am not just a factory; I
am a living chronicle of industry,
community, and evolution. The stories
embedded in my walls tell of
struggles and triumphs, of
connections forged and challenges
overcome. I am more than the sum of my
parts – I am the Kunda Cement Factory,
a testament to the endurance of
industry in the face of time.



CARLO CUBERO - TLU
SAARA MILDEBERG - TLU

RIIN ALATALU - EKA
MARTTI VELDI - EMÜ

FRIEDRICH KUHLMANN - EMÜ

PARTICIPANTS
MAN CHEUNG YIU - DIGITAL LEARNING GAMES

AOI ITO - ANTHROPOLOGY
AIRAT GANEEV - LIBERAL ARTS IN HUMANITIES

FRANCESCO CREMONESE - AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA
MARVIN DONNY UNIPUTTY - LIBERAL ARTS IN HUMANITIES

LISELLE EVERT - ANTHROPOLOGY
EMMA SARA SUSANNA SIEKKINEN - LIBERAL ARTS IN HUMANITIES

MARTA TOOMSALU - THEORY OF CULTURE
HOOTAN BAHADORANIBAGHBADORANI - CROSSMEDIA

CONVENERS



RESOURCES

ESTONIAN NATIONAL ARCHIVES
HTTPS://WWW.RA.EE/

DIGAR EESTI ARTIKLID
HTTPS://DEA.DIGAR.EE/

 AJAPAIK
 HTTPS://AJAPAIK.EE/

ETERA
HTTPS://WWW.ETERA.EE/

CHATGPT 3.5
HTTPS://CHAT.OPENAI.COM/

https://ajapaik.ee/
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